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Tools, which reify roles of contributing intelligence to a task
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Physical support

Cognitive support
From task to concept-level tools

A tool for **hitting**
used to execute subtasks
when building something

https://pixabay.com/de/hand-hammer-werkzeug-h%C3%A4nde-halten-2620237/
From task to concept-level tools

A tool for **building**
used to execute the “role of the builder”

A tool for **hitting**
used to execute subtasks
when building something

https://pixabay.com/de/hand-hammer-werkzeug-h%C3%A4nde-halten-2620237/
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Example

Filler CI

A general purpose auto-complete tool
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RE: Happy Birthday!
Hi Jane,
thank you!

*Found: calendar, map, mutual friend*
I had a great day with Mary at the zoo!

*Filled in your sketch*
Example: A general purpose auto complete tool
Example: Settings & control?

Filler CI

stick to my past actions

be creative

more settings
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1. How can users anticipate what a CI might do to an object?

2. How can they control/guide CIs beyond one-click “magic sauce” implementations?

3. How can CIs be integrated into GUIs, in particular w.r.t. appropriation?

4. How can CIs learn with continued use?
CIs support:

- **Appropriation**, by representing recurring abstract concepts

- **Partnership**, by contributing intelligence via collaboration in specific limited roles

- **Varying degrees of control**, by allowing users to flexibly choose and chain CIs with different roles